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THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER With Mitch Rapp away on assignment
in Pakistan, CIA Director Irene Kennedy turns to his protege, Mike Nash. Nash has served his
government honourably for sixteen years, first as an officer in the Marine Corps, then as an
operative in an elite counterterrorism team run by Mitch Rapp, never wavering in his fight
against the jihads and their culture of death. Fighting the War on Terror in secret, he has been
forced to lie to everyone he cares about, including his wife and children. He has soldiered on
secure in the knowledge that his hard work and lethal tactics have saved the lives of
thousands. But the one thing he never saw coming was that his own government was about to
turn on him. AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective) and Michael
Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan
Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince
Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . .
instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho
escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a
great character who always leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead'
Guardian
The Survivor by Vince Flynn: Conversation Starters A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their
world come alive, and the characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is
peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us
into the world that lives on. These questions can be used to... Create Hours of Conversation: Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups - Foster a deeper understanding of the book Assist in the study of the book, either individually or corporately - Explore unseen realms of the
book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent
resource meant to supplement the original book. If you have not yet read the original book, we
encourage you to before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.
With CIA director Thomas Stansfield dead, his protege, Dr. Irene Kennedy, is poised to take
over the reins of the agency, while CIA operative Mitch Rapp heads to the Middle East to try to
stop the chaos that could ignite World War III.
“One of the best thriller writers on the planet.” —The Real Book Spy In the next thriller in the #1
New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series, it’s a race against the clock when ISIS takes
out the entire US power grid and throws the country into chaos. When Mitch Rapp captures
ISIS’s top technology expert, he reveals that he was on his way to meet a man who claims to
have the ability to bring down America’s power grid. Rapp is determined to eliminate this
shadowy figure, but the CIA’s trap fails. The Agency is still trying to determine what went
wrong when ISIS operatives help this cyber terrorist do what he said he could—plunge the
country into darkness. With no concept of how this unprecedented act was accomplished, the
task of getting the power back on could take months. Perhaps even years. Rapp and his team
embark on a desperate search for the only people who know how to repair the damage—the
ones responsible. But his operating environment is like nothing he’s experienced before.
Computers and communication networks are down, fuel can no longer be pumped from gas
stations, water and sanitation systems are on the brink of collapse, and the supply of food is
running out. Can Rapp get the lights back on before America descends irretrievably into
chaos? This compulsive thriller proves once again that the Mitch Rapp series is “the best of
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world of special ops” (Booklist, starred review).
In the next Mitch Rapp thriller, a bioterrorist threat threatens an America already weakened by
internal divisions. The head of ISIS, Sayid Halabi, survived Mitch Rapp's attack on him, but
while he convalesced, he plotted. Once healed, Halabi kidnaps a brilliant Yemeni
microbiologist and forces him to produce anthrax. ISIS releases videos of his progress and
uses them to stir up hysteria in the States in the midst of an extremely divisive presidential
election. ISIS contracts with a Mexican drug cartel to smuggle the anthrax into the US, but the
anthrax is really just a feint. Unknown to anyone but Halabi's team, he also kidnapped people
infected with the virus with the plan to use the drug cartels' human trafficking capability to
smuggle these infected people into the US. If he succeeds, it would trigger a pandemic that
would kill untold millions. Mitch and Irene Kennedy are, of course, on the case. But their ability
to act is weakened by the fact that the man who is likely to be the next president despises
them. When the DEA stumbles upon a shipment of anthrax coming into California, though, the
current president has no choice but to give Mitch carte blanche to go after both the smugglers
and ISIS. Mitch must infiltrate the drug cartel that has partnered with Halabi in a black ops
mission compromised by political maneuvers and threatened by an unprecedented
bioterrorism attack. *Praise for RED WAR* 'Outstanding . . . Mills is writing at the top of his
game in this nail-biter' Publishers Weekly (starred review) 'Kyle Mills continues his impressive
run of must-read thrillers with RED WAR, a timely, explosive novel that shows yet again why
Mitch Rapp is the best hero the thriller genre has to offer. . . and why Mills is the only writer
capable of filling the enormous void left by Vince Flynn' The Real Book Spy 'Events lead to a
dramatic, you-got-your-money's-worth conclusion. Good, escapist fun' Kirkus Reviews 'All
action from start to finish . . . a page-turner all the way up to the climatic finale that you just
can't put down' Red Carpet Crash
Presents the latest thriller featuring CIA superagent Mitch Rapp.
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER A hero can't always be good . . . Joe
Rickman, head of clandestine operations in the Middle East, has been kidnapped, and with him
top secret CIA information that could prove disastrous in the wrong hands. Mitch Rapp must
find Rickman at all costs. But something doesn't add up and he soon suspects something even
more sinister is afoot. With elements inside his own government working against him, Rapp will
have to make to make a tough call between playing the hero and playing nice. Or will he be
stopped dead before he can succeed? AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon
to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True
Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes
no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne
with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalinpumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish
Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad guys either very sorry
for themselves or very dead' Guardian
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

In the next Mitch Rapp thriller, a cyber terrorist plot pulls the plug on US power,
plunging the entire country into darkness and chaos. Mitch Rapp captures ISIS's top
technology expert, who reveals that he was due to meet a man who insists he can take
down the entire US power grid. But Rapp's operation to seize this man fails when his
target evades the trap, and then ISIS operatives help the man do what he said he
would - plunge the whole of America into darkness. With no understanding of how this
unprecedented act was accomplished, the task of getting the power back on could take
months. Perhaps even years. Rapp and his team embark on a desperate effort to find
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they can interrogate him about the extent of the damage
and how to repair it. But the operating environment is like nothing they've experienced
before - computers and communications networks are down, fuel can no longer be
pumped from gas stations, water and sanitation systems are on the brink of collapse,
and America's supply of food is running out. Can Rapp get the lights back on before
America collapses into starvation and chaos? Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles
with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn
that literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee
Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist
'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that
does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great
character who always leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very
dead' Guardian 'Outstanding . . . Mills is writing at the top of his game' Publishers
Weekly
Working his way through a list of hit targets who were responsible for the Pan Am Flight
103 bombing, assassin Mitch Rapp shoots a drunken Libyan diplomat in Paris only to
discover that he has been set up and that his handlers want him permanently silenced.
This instant #1 New York Times bestseller and “modern techno-thriller” (New York
Journal of Books) follows Mitch Rapp in a race to prevent Russia’s gravely ill leader
from starting a full-scale war with NATO. When Russian president Maxim Krupin
discovers that he has inoperable brain cancer, he’s determined to cling to power. His
first task is to kill or imprison any of his countrymen who can threaten him. Soon,
though, his illness becomes serious enough to require a more dramatic diversion—war
with the West. Upon learning of Krupin’s condition, CIA director Irene Kennedy
understands that the US is facing an opponent who has nothing to lose. The only way
to avoid a confrontation that could leave millions dead is to send Mitch Rapp to Russia
under impossibly dangerous orders. With the Kremlin’s entire security apparatus
hunting him, he must find and kill a man many have deemed the most powerful in the
world. Success means averting a war that could consume all of Europe. But if his
mission is discovered, Rapp will plunge Russia and America into a conflict that neither
will survive in “a timely, explosive novel that shows yet again why Mitch Rapp is the
best hero the thriller genre has to offer” (The Real Book Spy).
For ten years Mitch Rapp has fought on the frontline of the War on Terror. His bold
actions have saved the lives of thousands -- but in the process his list of enemies has
grown inexorably. There are even those within his own government who would like to
see him eliminated. Thousands of miles away, the influential father of a dead terrorist
demands retribution for the death of his son. He wants Rapp dead -- and his hate-filled
plea has found sympathetic ears. In the tangled, duplicitous world of espionage, there
are those, even among America's allies, who feel Rapp has grown too effective.
They've been looking for an excuse to eliminate America's No 1 counterterrorism
operative -- and they've decided to seize the chance. The Hunter has become the
Hunted. A tragedy of unimaginable proportions is about to befall Mitch Rapp -- and he
must use all his cunning, skill and ruthless determination to stay alive and seek
vengeance against the traitor who would bring him down.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn introduces the young Mitch Ra pp
on his first assignment, a mission of vengeance that made him a CIA superagent.Two
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Islamic terrorism is on the rise, and CIA Operations
Director Thomas Stansfield forms a new group of clandestine operatives—men who do
not exist—to meet this burgeoning threat abroad before it reaches America’s shores.
Stansfield’s protégée, Irene Kennedy, finds the ideal candidate in the wake of the Pan
Am Lockerbie terrorist attack. Among the thousands grieving the victims is Mitch Rapp,
a gifted college athlete, who wants only one thing: retribution. Six months of intense
training prepare him to devastate the enemy with brutal efficiency, leaving a trail of
bodies from Istanbul and across Europe, to Beirut. But there, the American assassin
will need every ounce of skill and cunning to survive the war-ravaged city and its deadly
terrorist factions.
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER For more than ten years, Mitch
Rapp has been on the frontline of the War against Terror. His bold actions have saved
the lives of thousands - but in the process his list of enemies has grown inexorably.
Thousands of miles away, the influential father of a dead terrorist demands retribution
for the death of his son at the hands of the infidels. He wants Rapp dead - and his hatefilled plea has found sympathetic ears. In the tangled, duplicitous world of espionage,
there are those, even among America's allies, who feel Rapp has grown too effective.
They've been looking for an excuse to eliminate America's No.1 counterterrorism
operative - and they've decided to seize the chance.The Hunter has become the
Hunted. AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to be a MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True
Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally
takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action
thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, inyour-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what
it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always
leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF
AMERICAN ASSASSIN With Iran on the brink of developing a nuclear weapon, Israel is
forced to react. In a daring raid, Israel destroys Iran's main nuclear facility, creating a
radioactive tomb and an environmental disaster. An outraged United Nations condemns
the attacks while Iran swears vengeance against Israel and her chief backer: the USA.
Enter Lebanese master terrorist Imad Mukhtar, who has spent the past decade picking
his targets and preparing his cells for this exact moment. All he needs to launch his
strike against America is approval from Iran's Supreme Council. With the US on high
alert, the President calls on the one man ruthless enough to counter the fanatical
terrorist: Mitch Rapp, America's terrorist hunter and one-man wrecking crew. Rapp
tracks Mukhtar across Europe to America, where they are pitted against each other. But
only one of them can survive . . . Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally
takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action
thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, inyour-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what
it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always
leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian 'Vince
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on speed.
He grabs you by the scruff of the neck on page 1 and
doesn't let you go until the end'Stephen Leather
In the latest compulsive thriller in the New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series,
when terrorists take out the entire US power grid, it's a race against the clock to prevent
chaos. 'Suspenseful, strikingly original' Publishers Weekly 'Proves once again that the
Mitch Rapp series is "the best in the world when it comes to special ops"' Booklist
Captured by Mitch Rapp, ISIS's top technology expert reveals that he was about to
meet a man who could bring down America's power grid. When the CIA trap to
eliminate this man fails, ISIS operatives help the cyber terrorist do what he said he
would - plunge the country into darkness. With no concept of how this unprecedented
act was accomplished, the task of getting the power back on could take months, or
even years. Computers and phone networks are down, petrol pumps are inoperable,
even water systems and food supplies are struggling. With resources suddenly gone
and America on the brink of collapse, Rapp and his team embark on a mission to find
the only people who can repair the damage - the ones who caused it. But this is unlike
anything he's experienced before and time is running out . . . Can Rapp get the lights
back on before it's too late? Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally
takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action
thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, inyour-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what
it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always
leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
'Outstanding . . . Mills is writing at the top of his game' Publishers Weekly
Rapp heads to Pakistan to confront a mortal threat he may not be prepared for. In fact, this
time he might have met his match. Mitch Rapp is used to winning. But now the CIA operative
finds himself chasing false leads from continent to continent in an effort to keep nukes from
falling into the hands of terrorists. Together with friend and colleague Scott Coleman, Rapp
struggles to prevent the loss of these lethal weapons, and soon it becomes alarmingly clear
that forces in Moscow are hell-bent on fomenting even more chaos and turmoil in the Middle
East. Rapp must go deep into Russian territory, posing as an American ISIS recruit, to stop a
plan much more dangerous and insidious than he ever expected.
Learning about an imminent terrorist attack, CIA operative Mitch Rapp takes the lead in a
daring commando raid into northern Pakistan, where he obtains information about a planned
nuclear attack but suspects that a greater threat has yet to be uncovered. By the author of
Executive Power. Rreprint.
The next pulse-pounding Mitch Rapp thriller from #1 "New York Times" bestselling author
Vince Flynn.
Joseph "Rick" Rickman, former boy wonder at the CIA, stole a massive amount of top secret
and hugely compromising intel concerning classified operations all over the world, offering it
(and himself) to the Pakistani secret forces. Only his plans went awry when CIA director Irene
Kennedy sent Mitch Rapp to hunt him down. It turns out that killing Rickman didn't solve
anything--in fact, the nightmare is only intensifying. Rickman stored the potentially devastating
data (CIA assets, operatives, agents) somewhere only he knew, and somehow, from beyond
the grave, he still poses a mortal threat to America. Now it's a deadly race as both the
Pakistanis and the Americans search for Rickman's accomplices and the information they are
slowly leaking to the world. Will Rapp outrun and outthink his enemies, or will the Pakistanis
find it first and hold America hostage to their dream of becoming the world's new nuclear
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“In the world of black-op thrillers, Mitch Rapp continues to be among the best of the best”
(Booklist, starred review), and he returns in the #1 New York Times bestselling series alone
and targeted by a country that is supposed to be one of America’s closest allies. After 9/11,
the United States made one of the most secretive and dangerous deals in its history—the
evidence against the powerful Saudis who coordinated the attack would be buried and in
return, King Faisal would promise to keep the oil flowing and deal with the conspirators in his
midst. But when the king’s own nephew is discovered funding ISIS, the furious President gives
Rapp his next mission: he must find out more about the high-level Saudis involved in the
scheme and kill them. The catch? Rapp will get no support from the United States. Forced to
make a decision that will change his life forever, Rapp quits the CIA and assembles a group of
independent contractors to help him complete the mission. They’ve barely begun unraveling
the connections between the Saudi government and ISIS when the brilliant new head of the
intelligence directorate discovers their efforts. With Rapp getting too close, he threatens to go
public with the details of the post-9/11 agreement between the two countries. Facing an
international incident that could end his political career, the President orders America’s
intelligence agencies to join the Saudis’ effort to hunt the former CIA man down. Rapp,
supported only by a team of mercenaries with dubious allegiances, finds himself at the center
of the most elaborate manhunt in history. With white-knuckled twists and turns leading to “an
explosive climax” (Publishers Weekly), Enemy of the State is an unputdownable thrill ride that
will keep you guessing until the final page.
An unprecedented and terrifying bioterrorism plot threatens to kill millions in the midst of a
divisive presidential election in this new thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch
Rapp series.
The Survivor
Dr. Eric Najarian. He's young, talented, and ambitious. He has all the qualities they're looking
for at White Memorial Hospital. He doesn't know he's being watched. Judged. An elite clique of
medical professionals thinks he has what it takes to join their secret club. All the young doctor
has to do is agree to play by their rules. But Eric has already seen too much. A missing corpse.
An unspeakable mutilation. A brutal abduction. It's only the beginning of a plot of terrifying evil.
A sinister plan the group will stop at nothing to hide. And if Eric refuses to become their
colleague--he will be their next victim.

The Survivor: by Vince Flynn | Conversation Starters Limited Time Offer: $3.99 ($4.99)
Someone has CIA secrets, and the only man who could have led the CIA's top
operative to the source of these secrets is dead. So, Mitch Rapp and his team must
once again race against the clock to keep terrorism away from the United States as well
as keep our undercover operatives fighting on the front lines safe from discovery. As
usual Mitch Rapp leads us from country to country on a thrilling roller coaster ride of
action and suspense.The Survivor is the 14th novel in the fast paced Mitch Rapp
series. Although the series was started by writer Vince Flynn, he unfortunately lost a
long battle with cancer after writing only a few pages. After much persuasion Kyle Mills,
humbly, agreed to finish the book with the blessing of the Flynn family. The Survivor
shot to the bestseller list immediately and is highly praised among Mitch Rapp fans. A
Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPERthan the
surface of its pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the characters and
its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed tobring
us beneath the surface of the pageand invite us into the world that lives on. These
questions can be used to... Create Hours of Conversation: * Foster a deeper
understanding of the book* Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups* Assist in
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book, either
individually or corporately* Explore unseen realms of the
book as never seen beforeDisclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an
independent resource to supplement the original book, enhancing your experience of
The Survivor. If you have not yet purchased a copy of the original book, please do
before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.Download your copy today for a
Limited Time Discount: $3.99 ($4.99) Read it on your PC, Mac, iOS or Android
smartphone, tablet and Kindle devices.
The Survivor by Vince Flynn | Conversation Starters A Brief Look Inside: Someone has
CIA secrets, and the only man who could have led the CIA’s top operative to the
source of these secrets is dead. So, Mitch Rapp and his team must once again race
against the clock to keep terrorism away from the United States as well as keep our
undercover operatives fighting on the front lines safe from discovery. As usual Mitch
Rapp leads us from country to country on a thrilling roller coaster ride of action and
suspense. The Survivor is the 14th novel in the fast paced Mitch Rapp series. Although
the series was started by writer Vince Flynn, he unfortunately lost a long battle with
cancer after writing only a few pages. After much persuasion Kyle Mills, humbly, agreed
to finish the book with the blessing of the Flynn family. The Survivor shot to the
bestseller list immediately and is highly praised among Mitch Rapp fans. EVERY
GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The
characters and their world come alive, and the characters and its world still live on.
Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the
surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on. These questions can be
used to... Create Hours of Conversation: • Foster a deeper understanding of the book •
Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups • Assist in the study of the book,
either individually or corporately • Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen
before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource to
supplement the original book, enhancing your experience of The Survivor. If you have
not yet purchased a copy of the original book, please do before purchasing this
unofficial Conversation Starters.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A harrowing, moving memoir of the 1972 plane
crash that left its survivors stranded on a glacier in the Andes—and one man’s quest to
lead them all home. “In straightforward, staggeringly honest prose, Nando Parrado tells
us what it took—and what it actually felt like—to survive high in the Andes for seventy-two
days after having been given up for dead.”—Jon Krakauer, author of Into the Wild “In
the first hours there was nothing, no fear or sadness, just a black and perfect silence.”
Nando Parrado was unconscious for three days before he woke to discover that the
plane carrying his rugby team to Chile had crashed deep in the Andes, killing many of
his teammates, his mother, and his sister. Stranded with the few remaining survivors on
a lifeless glacier and thinking constantly of his father’s grief, Parrado resolved that he
could not simply wait to die. So Parrado, an ordinary young man with no particular
disposition for leadership or heroism, led an expedition up the treacherous slopes of a
snowcapped mountain and across forty-five miles of frozen wilderness in an attempt to
save his friends’ lives as well as his own. Decades after the disaster, Parrado tells his
story with remarkable candor and depth of feeling. Miracle in the Andes, a first-person
account of the crash and its aftermath, is more than a riveting tale of true-life adventure;
it is a revealing look at life at the edge of death and a meditation on the limitless
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The hottest A-list couple in Hollywood, Julianne De Rossi and Blake Quinn, are young,
talented, gorgeous, and in love. But, are they really? Blake is lusted after by the entire
female population, but he is really into men. And Julianne, stunning and voluptuous,
every man’s dream, is a man crazy hot-blooded woman. Julianne has needs and
wants and must look to satisfy her urges wherever she can find it, discreetly. Can she
be happy with only being a sexual toy for the hottest men in Hollywood? Will her
arrangement with Blake Quinn interfere with her deepest yearning for a boyfriend of her
own? Will she find a man to love her for whom she really is? How long can Blake lie
about who he is? Will he be satisfied with the random and anonymous sex easily found
in Hollywood? How long can they keep up the façade, or will they break “The
Arrangement?”
In a safe house near the Syrian border, a clandestine American operations team
readies to launch a dramatic mission months in the making. Their target: the director of
social media for ISIS, Abu Muslim al-Naser. Multiple analysts, as well as a senior
congresswoman, are in country to monitor the raid, but before the team can launch, the
safe house is attacked. What unfolds in the bloody aftermath is a political and public
relations nightmare. As horrific videos of the Americans are published on the Internet,
the blame-storming back in Washington goes into full swing, focusing on how the intel
for the raid was developed and how it might have leaked. As the search for answers
mounts, half spy, half covert counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath quickly finds
himself at the center of the storm. Working for a private intelligence agency contracted
by both the CIA and the DoD, it was Harvath who pinpointed al-Naser. But how could
ISIS have known the Americans were coming, much less where they would be staging?
There has to be more to it; something everyone - especially the politicians - is missing.
"Covert operative Mitch Rapp finds himself alone and targeted by a country that is
supposed to be one of America's closest allies as he attempts to unravel a treacherous
global conspiracy"-The Survivor: by Vince Flynn and Kyle Mills - A 15-Minute Summary & Analysis
Preview: Between 1999 and 2012, Vince Flynn published 13 books in the Mitch Rapp
series. He self-published his first book, but it quickly caught the attention of a publisher
and later appeared on The New York Times best-seller list for paperbacks. Flynn's
second novel, Transfer of Power, introduced the character of CIA agent Mitch Rapp. In
October 2007, his ninth book, Protect and Defend, rose to No. 1 on The New York
Times best-seller list. Flynn's website reports both world leaders and intelligence
professionals around the world read his books, prompting one high-ranking CIA official
to tell his people, "I want you to read Flynn's books and start thinking about how we can
more effectively wage this war on terror." PLEASE NOTE: This is a Summary and
Analysis of the book and NOT the original book. This companion includes the following:
Book Overview Main and Secondary Character List Summary of the Chapters
Discussion Questions for both Readers & Book Clubs Discussion & Analysis of
Themes, Symbols... This Analysis fills the gap, making you understand more while
enhancing your reading experience."
After his team member, Mike Nash, witnesses a terror attack in Washington, D.C., CIA
superagent Mitch Rapp must pursue the al Qaeda terrorists responsible as he fights a
covert war that can never be discussed, even with the government's own political
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Picking up where the “tour de force” (The Providence Journal) Total Power left off, the next
thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series follows the CIA’s top operative
as he searches for a high-level mole with the power to rewrite the world order. Mitch Rapp has
worked for a number of presidents over his career, but Anthony Cook is unlike any he’s
encountered before. Cunning and autocratic, he feels no loyalty to America’s institutions and
is distrustful of the influence Rapp and CIA director Irene Kennedy have in Washington.
Meanwhile, when Kennedy discovers evidence of a mole scouring the Agency’s database for
sensitive information on Nicholas Ward, the world’s first trillionaire, she convinces Rapp to
take a job protecting him. In doing so, he finds himself walking an impossible tightrope: Keep
the man alive, but also use him as bait to uncover a traitor who has seemingly unlimited
access to government secrets. As the attacks on Ward become increasingly dire, Rapp and
Kennedy are dragged into a world where the lines between governments, multinational
corporations, and the hyper-wealthy fade. An environment in which liberty, nationality, and
loyalty are meaningless. Only the pursuit of power remains. As “one of the best thriller writers
on the planet” (The Real Book Spy), Kyle Mills has created another nail-biter that not only
echoes the America of today, but also offers a glimpse into its possible future.
On a busy Washington morning, amid the shuffle of tourists and the brisk rush of government
officials, the stately calm of the White House is shattered in a hail of gunfire. A group of
terrorists has descended on the Executive Mansion, and gained access by means of a violent
massacre that has left dozens of innocent bystanders murdered. The president is evacuated to
his underground bunker - but not before almost one hundred hostages are taken. While the
politicians and the military leaders argue over how to negotiate with the terrorists, one man is
sent to break through the barrage of panicked responses and political agendas surrounding the
crisis. Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top counterterrorism agent, makes his way into the White House
and soon discovers that the president is not as safe as Washington's power elite had thought.
And, in a race against time, he makes a chilling discovery that could determine the fate of
America - and realizes that the terrorist attack is only the beginning of a master scheme to
undermine an entire nation. Look out for the new Vince Flynn novel, The Survivor, published in
autumn 2015!
The latest compulsive thriller in the New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series. America is
reeling from the national blackout that swept the nation, continuing to dig out of the power
outage. And the new president is unlike any Mitch has worked with in the past; he is extremely
dictatorial and sees cracks in America's democratic institutions that he believes can be
exploited to put his family in power permanently. As Mitch backs away from the new president,
he, in turn, questions Rapp's loyalty. Mitch decides to take a much needed break and moves to
his house in Cape Town, where he gets pulled into a job with Nicholas Ward, the world's first
trillionaire. It has been discovered that there is a mole in the CIA who's been digging through
their systems for information on Ward so, after thwarting an attempt to kidnap him Uganda,
Mitch makes it look like the abduction was successful. The hope is that this will give Rapp the
freedom to track down the person who has been able to gain such deep access into the CIA's
mainframe. Rapp, completely cut off from the agency, must uncover the identity of the mole
and deal with him. But the situation is deeper and more complex than he ever could have
imagined, involving the President of the United States himself. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series
'Sizzles with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn
that literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's
action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, inyour-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what it says
on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad
guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian 'Outstanding . . . Mills is writing at
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CIA operative Mitch Rapp investigates an attack on a team of Navy SEALs in the Philippines,
searches for a possible State Department traitor, and fights to stop a Middle Eastern assassin
out to ignite World War III.
Painstakingly researched by an authority on the history of the Secret Service and based on
primary, firsthand accounts from more than 80 former agents, White House aides, and family
members, this is the definitive account of what went wrong with John F. Kennedy’s security
detail on the day he was assassinated. The work provides a detailed look at how JFK could
and should have been protected and debunks numerous fraudulent notions that persist about
the day in question, including that JFK ordered agents off the rear of his limousine; demanded
the removal of the bubble top that covered the vehicle; and was difficult to protect and
somehow, directly or indirectly, made his own tragic death easier for an assassin or assassins.
This book also thoroughly investigates the threats on the president’s life before traveling to
Texas; the presence of unauthorized Secret Service agents in Dealey Plaza, the site of the
assassination; the failure of the Secret Service in monitoring and securing the surrounding
buildings, overhangs, and rooftops; and the surprising conspiratorial beliefs of several former
agents. An important addition to the canon of works on JFK and his assassination, this study
sheds light on the gross negligence and, in some cases, seeming culpability, of those sworn to
protect the president.
Read Sarah's beloved first two novels together! Explore the relationship between twin sisters
who uncover a surprising family secret in The Opposite of Me and discover how a near-death
experience completely remakes a marriage in Skipping a Beat.
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER In the thrilling new novel from the
bestselling Mitch Rapp series, Rapp heads to Pakistan to confront a mortal threat he may not
be prepared for. In fact, this time he might have met his match. Mitch Rapp is used to winning.
But now the CIA operative finds himself chasing false leads from continent to continent in an
effort to keep nukes from falling into the hands of terrorists. Together with friend and colleague
Scott Coleman, Rapp struggles to prevent the loss of these lethal weapons, and soon it
becomes alarmingly clear that forces in Moscow are hell-bent on fomenting even more chaos
and turmoil in the Middle East. Rapp must go deep into Russian territory, posing as an
American ISIS recruit, to stop a plan much more dangerous and insidious than he ever
expected. Written with breathless tension and heart-pounding action, Mitch Rapp's latest
adventure is as timely and provocative as ever. AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the
series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner),
Taylor Kitsch (True Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles
with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that
literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action
thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-yourface, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on
the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad guys
either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
Top secret data has been stolen from the CIA, and the only man who knows its hiding place is
dead. CIA operative Mitch Rapp must race to find the classified information in this blistering
novel that picks up whereThe Last Man left off in Vince Flynn's New York Times bestselling
series. Joseph “Rick” Rickman, former boy wonder at the CIA, stole a massive amount of top
secret and hugely compromising intel concerning classified operations all over the world,
offering it (and himself) to the Pakistani secret forces. Only his plans went awry when CIA
director Irene Kennedy sent Mitch Rapp to hunt him down. It turns out that killing Rickman
didn't solve anything—in fact, the nightmare is only intensifying. Rickman stored the potentially
devastating data (CIA assets, operatives, agents) somewhere only he knew, and somehow,
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grave, he still
poses a mortal threat to America. Now it's a deadly race as both
the Pakistanis and the Americans search for Rickman's accomplices and the information they
are slowly leaking to the world. Will Rapp outrun and outthink his enemies, or will the
Pakistanis find it first and hold America hostage to their dream of becoming the world's new
nuclear superpower?
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